
Zork – monsters in dungeon: 
Zork is an interactive game of monsters in the dungeon. We will write a simplified version of the original Zork game developed in 

the 1970s at MIT. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zork for more information.) In this game, there is a multi-story dungeon in 

which each floor contains multiple rooms. The gamer is initially put into some random room (where exactly in the dungeon they 

don’t know) and they need to find a way to the room that contains the 'grand prize'.  Since the user has no idea where they are, they 

need to use the available commands to find the way. On their way, they may have to fight monsters, grab swords and magic stones, 

and move up or down the dungeon. See the game specification below to understand all the rules. 

Program Specification: 
This game takes place in a 3-story dungeon, each story containing 7 rooms. The game provides these commands: left, right, up, 

down, grab, fight, help, quit, and new. These commands are explained below. The goal of the game is to collect the 'grand prize' 

guarded by the boss monster. 

 

At the start of the game, the user is placed randomly in one of the empty rooms. The program UI should reveal the structure of the 

dungeon as it unfolds through exploration.  

Movement 
The user can use 'left' and 'right' commands to move to the left or right room. If there is no room in that direction, the game should 

report this. The user can also use 'up' and 'down' to move upstairs or downstairs if the room contains the required staircase. 

Contents of rooms 
A room can contain: a sword, a monster, a boss monster, grand prize, magic stones, up-stairs, down-stairs or nothing. The game 

informs the user of the contents of the current room after every command. The user can 'grab' swords or magic stones if they walk 

into a room with them. The sword or stones are no longer in the room once grabbed. 

Monsters  
There should be three regular monsters placed throughout the game. The user must use a sword to defeat a monster using the 'fight' 

command. The sword and monster disappear after fighting. If they have no sword, the user can run away in the direction from 

which they came. If the user fights without a sword, they will be defeated and the game will end. If they try to walk past a monster, 

they will be killed and the game will end. There should be a boss monster in the room next to the room that contains the grand prize. 

A sword and magic stones are required to defeat the boss monster. 

User assets 
These are items that the user grabs along the way. A maximum of three items can be held at a time. 

Win/Lose 
The game is won when the player grabs the grand prize. The game is lost if the user fights a monster without a sword, fights the boss 

monster without a sword and stones, or tries to move past a monster. There may situations when the game is unwinnable because of 

the way the dungeon is set up, in which case the user can start a new game. 

 



Explore the game: 
If you want to play with my final program to get a feel for this game, run the Python file specified at the end of the article. Try not to 

peek at the scripts yet, since we want to design them ourselves below. We will implement two versions of this game: a console 

version in which the user interface is text-based, and a graphical version. The following image shows a snapshot of the graphical 

version of the game: 

 

 
 

Steps to run the program: 
1. Start the program. Click help any time for instructions: the text appears on the console. 

2. The initial layout of just the current room will be shown. 

3. Play the game by clicking the available commands. 

4. The known structure of the dungeon and user assets are shown after every command. 

5. Click on “new” to play with a new dungeon if you are stuck or when the game is over. 

 

Click here to download all program files. 

 

Python and CS Concepts Used 
When we design this program, we will make use of the following Python and CS concepts. Learn these concepts if you don't know 

them before proceeding further. 

 

- Algorithms 

o Designing new algorithms 

- Arithmetic 
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o Expressions 

o Basic operators (+, -, *, /) 

o Advanced operators: %, //, etc. 

- Concurrency: 

o Multi-threading for timed callback 

- Conditional statements: 

o Conditions: YES/NO questions 

o Relational operators (==, <, >, etc.) 

o Conditionals (IF) 

o Conditionals (If-Else) 

o Conditionals (nested IF) 

o Boolean operators (and, or, not) 

- Data structures – list 

o List operations 

o Using list as 2-D array 

o List comprehension 

- Data types – basic  

o Integers 

- Data types – strings 

o String operations 

- Looping (iteration) 

o Looping - simple (for) 

o Looping - nested 

o Looping - conditional (while)  

- Procedures 

o User defined (custom) 

o Procedures with parameters and return value 

- Program output 

o Text 

o GUI (Tkinter) 

- Random numbers 

- Sequence 

- User input 

o Text 

o Click buttons 

- User interface elements 

o Label 

o Button 

o Grid 

o Images in base64 format 

- Variables 

o Simple 

o Local/global scope 



o Configuration file for globals 

 

High Level Design 
Although we want to finally design the game with the graphical interface shown above, we will first design a version with a simple 

console (text) interface. But, clearly, most of the logic of the game would be very similar for the two versions. 

 

Let us think about how we will go about designing this backend logic. 

 

A big part of this game's appeal is mystery: i.e. the user does not know beforehand how the dungeon is laid out. They know it is a 3-

story structure with each floor containing 7 rooms. But, which room contains what is left to exploration. That means, we will need a 

procedure to set up the dungeon such that every time it looks different. We will explore it in the algorithm called "Setup Dungeon" 

later below. 

 

The other big part of the game is simply enforcing the various rules. We can do this by having separate algorithms for each user 

command. So, for example, the "up" command would move the user to the upper floor if the current room contains stairs to go up. 

 

Another interesting and important aspect of the program is the way the dungeon reveals itself to the user as they explore it. In fact, 

their success depends on this evolving knowledge. The program will need to use separate data structures to keep track of this "user 

view", and also have algorithms to update this view as the user makes discoveries about the dungeon. We will cover all this stuff in a 

separate feature idea called "User view of the dungeon". 

 

Once we properly design our main data structures to manage the various pieces of information, such as, the dungeon itself, user 

assets, etc., we can move on to the task of designed various algorithms as we tackle the features one by one. 

 

As usual, we will design the backend (the logic of the game) and the frontend (code that handles user interaction) separately and 

connect them at appropriate places.  

 

Let us first design the data structures (i.e. data types and variables that will hold all the important information). 

Data structures: 
 The dungeon: 3 stories with 7 rooms each 

o A list called "dungeon" containing 3 sub-lists, each sub-list containing 7 rooms 

o Each room is shown by its content: 'sword', 'monster', 'boss monster', 'magic stones', 'up-stairs', 'down-stairs', 'grand 

prize', 'nothing', or 'unknown' 

 User assets: the items that the user collects and uses in the dungeon 

o A list called "userAssets" containing 3 items max: each item can be 'sword', 'magic stones', or 'grand prize' 

 User location in the dungeon: the program needs to track where the user is (although the user does not know) 

o Two integers "userFloor" (can be 1 thru 3) and "userRoom" (can be 1 thru 7) 

 



Front-end: 
In the console version, the front-end is quite simple: we will just use a series of print statements to display the information that the 

user would be interested in and use the "input" function to get user input. 

 

Global data: 
We will maintain the following data as global variables: 

- The dungeon 

- User assets 

- Score 

- User location 

 

Note: We will keep all global variables in a separate "config" file and import them into the program file. 

 

Feature Idea # 1: The movement commands 
Implement the rules for these commands: right, left, up, down 

Design:  
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the dungeon is already set up (we will manually set up the "dungeon" list). The user is 

in some room that may or may not contain anything. 

 

And now we just need to move the user through the dungeon using one of the motion commands. The algorithms for each of these 

commands derive easily from the rules that we know from the game specification. (Read the section "Specification" above.) 

 

Please note that after each of these movements, we need to update the user's view of the dungeon. We will learn how to do this in a 

separate feature later. For now, we will just "call" that step in each of the algorithms below. 

 

The "left" and "right" commands also check if you are "walking over" a monster. For this purpose, we will maintain a variable called 

prevCommand (previous command) which keeps a record of the previous command.  

 
Algorithm command "Right" 

Given: dungeon, user location (user floor and user room) 

Steps: 

If there is monster in the current room AND user is walking over (i.e. user came to this room from the 

left) 

  Declare that user loses and game is over 

 End if 

Else 

If there is room to the right 

 Increment User room by 1 

 Update user view of the dungeon 

Else 

 Inform user there is no room to the right 

End if 

End if 



 
Algorithm command "Left" 

Given: dungeon, user location (user floor and user room) 

Steps: 

If there is monster in the current room AND user is walking over (i.e. user came to this room from the 

right) 

  Declare that user loses and game is over 

 End if 

Else 

If there is room to the left 

 Decrement User room by 1 

 Update user view of the dungeon 

Else 

 Inform user there is no room to the left 

End if 

End if 

 

 

Algorithm command "Up" 

Given: dungeon, user location (user floor and user room) 

Steps: 

If current room contains "up-stairs" 

 Increment User floor by 1 

 Update user view of the dungeon 

Else 

 Inform user there is no way to go up 

End if 

 

 

Algorithm command "Down" 

Given: dungeon, user location (user floor and user room) 

Steps: 

If current room contains "down-stairs" 

 Decrement User floor by 1 

 Update user view of the dungeon 

Else 

 Inform user there is no way to go down 

End if 

 

Feature Idea # 2: The action commands 
Implement the rules for these commands: grab and fight 

Design:  
The user is in some room that may or may not contain anything. And now we need to let the user run one of the action commands. 

The algorithms for each of these commands derive easily from the rules that we know from the game specification. (Read the section 

"Specification" above.) 

 

Please note that after each of these actions, we need to update the user's view of the dungeon. As before, we will just "call" that step 

in each of the algorithms below. 

 
Algorithm command "grab" 



Given: content of the current room 

Steps: 

If content is the grand prize 

 If boss monster has already been slain (we will use a variable to save this event) 

  Declare victory and game is over 

 Else 

  Inform user that boss monster needs to be slain first 

 End if 

Else if content is sword or magic stones 

 If user already has 3 assets 

  Inform user that they cannot grab any more assets 

 Else  

  Move the asset from the room to user's asset list 

  Update user view of the dungeon 

 End if 

End if 

 

 

Algorithm command "fight" 

Given: content of the current room 

Steps: 

If content is neither monster nor boss monster 

 Inform the user there is no one to fight 

 Return 

End if 

If content is monster 

 If user has a sword 

  Declare monster has been slain 

  Remove monster and sword 

  Update user view of the dungeon 

 Else 

  Declare user is dead and game over 

 End if 

End if 

If content is boss monster 

 If user has both sword and magic stones 

  Declare boss monster has been slain 

  Remove boss monster, sword, and magic stones 

  Update user view of the dungeon 

 Else 

  Declare user is dead and game over 

 End if 

End if 

Feature Idea # 3: Play the game 
Now that we have all the basic commands in place, we should be able to play the game. 

Design:  
We just need a loop in which the user can enter commands (using the "input" function) and the program runs them and displays 

results. Since we don't yet have a "user view" of the dungeon, for now, we will just show the entire dungeon as it is after every 

command. (Remember, in the final game the user needs to discover the dungeon.) We will also add a "quit" command. 

 



Save as Program Version 1 
Congratulations! You have completed the basic features listed above. Compare your program with my program at the link below. 

 

File: zork-1.py 

 

Feature Idea # 4: Maintain user view 
As the user explores the dungeon their knowledge of its structure evolves. Maintain this "user view" of the dungeon and show it to 

the user after every command. 

Design:  
The user's ability to navigate the dungeon to maximize their score and ultimately win depends on their knowledge of the dungeon. 

Initially, they only know that they are in a room containing nothing. They also know that the dungeon is 3-story and each floor 

contains 7 rooms. The "user view" would thus be similar to the "dungeon" except that it grows from 1 room and 1 floor into the full 7-

room 3-floor structure. 

 

 

Step 1: Create data structures to hold and maintain this user view. 

 

We will add the following new global variables to track the "user view" (and hold them in the "config" file). 

viewDungeon: list of lists (similar to dungeon) 

viewRoom and viewFloor: integers telling which room and floor in viewDungeon the user is currently occupying 

 

 

Step 2: Create algorithms to update the view as the user explores the dungeon. 

 

After every movement command, user's knowledge of the dungeon improves. Here are some examples: 

 

- After every successful "right" or "left" command they discover an additional room. 

- If "right" or "left" fails, they know they are in the right or left edge of the floor. They can deduce that the remaining 

unexplored rooms of the current floor, if any, must be at the opposite end. 

 

After every action command, user's knowledge of the dungeon does not change, but the room contents may change. 

 

Let's put all these inferences into an algorithm. 

 
Algorithm Update User View 

Purpose: Based on the command just executed, update the user view of the dungeon. 

Given: (1) name of command just executed, (2) content of the new room (where user is after running the 

command), (3) did the command succeed 

Steps: 

If command was "left" 

 If it did not succeed (meaning there are no more rooms to the left) 

  Add extra rooms, if applicable, at the right end of all floors of "user view" 

 Else  



  If user is in the leftmost room of "user view" 

   Add 1 room at the left end of all floors of "user view" 

  End if 

 End if 

End if 

If command was "right" 

 If it did not succeed (meaning there are no more rooms to the right) 

  Add extra rooms, if applicable, at the left end of all floors of "user view" 

 Else  

  If user is in the rightmost room of "user view" 

   Add 1 room at the right end of all floors of "user view" 

  End if 

 End if 

End if 

If command was "down" AND user is in the lowermost floor of "user view" 

 Add a new floor below with the same # of rooms as the current floor; mark their content as "unknown" 

End if 

If command was "up" AND user is in the uppermost floor of "user view" 

 Add a new floor above with the same # of rooms as the current floor; mark their content as "unknown" 

End if 

If command was "grab" or "fight" and was successful 

 Just remove the content of the current room of "user view" 

End if 

 

Check conflict: 
Since the "user view" is really a subset of the actual dungeon, we can verify that there is no mismatch between the user view and the 

dungeon. This is really for internal error-checking purpose, and not needed for the game. 

 

The following algorithm does this job. It first finds out where exactly the user view maps on the dungeon structure. Then it is simply 

a matter of comparing every room on every floor. 

 
Algorithm Check Conflict 

Purpose: Verify "user view" and "dungeon" do not conflict 

Steps: 

Room offset = current user room in dungeon – current user room in user view 

Floor offset = current user floor in dungeon – current user floor in user view 

For each floor in user view 

 For each room on this floor 

  Compare room content with corresponding room content in dungeon (by adding the offsets above) 

  If they don't match, flag "internal error". 

 End for 

End for 

 

Step 3: Display to the user the latest view of the dungeon after every command. 

 

The "viewDungeon" list contains the view of the dungeon floor by floor. We can simply print this out. 

 

In addition, it would be helpful if we can provide a visual cue to mark the user's current room. We will achieve this by attaching two 

star '*' characters when we print the content of the room in which the user is. 



Feature Idea # 5: Game setup 
So far we have been using a manually created dungeon. Write a procedure to automatically create a new dungeon. As mentioned 

earlier, this feature is important because it creates the mystery element regarding the dungeon. Every time the user runs the game, 

the dungeon structure, i.e. the content of all the rooms must be different and the user should be placed in a different location. 

 

Also add a new command called 'new' which will set up a new dungeon and restart the game. 

Design:  
Here are the rules for the dungeon setup: 

 There must be at least 3 monsters total (ideally one on each floor), and one and only one 'boss monster'. 

 There must be one and only one 'grand prize'. 

 'boss monster' and 'grand prize' rooms must be next to each other. 

 The staircases must go in pairs: for example, if stairs going down from floor 3 are in room 4, the stairs going up from floor 2 

must also be in room 4. 

 Place 3 swords and 2 'magic stones' spread throughout the dungeon. 

 

Since the boss monster and prize must go together, we will place them first. The stairs can go next because they also have the 

constraint of going in pairs. Monsters, swords, magic stones, and the user can then be placed in the remaining available rooms. 

 

Here is the algorithm: 

 
Algorithm Setup dungeon 

Given: dungeon (3 element list with each element containing 7 items) 

Steps: 

Store 'nothing' in all rooms of the dungeon. 

Place the 'grand prize': 

 Pick at random a floor and a room on it 

 Save 'grand prize' 

Place the 'boss monster' in the room next to grand prize 

Place the stairs: 

 For each of the bottom 2 floors: 

  Find an empty room such that the room above it is also empty 

  Save 'up-stairs' and 'down-stairs' in these 2 rooms 

 End for 

Place monsters: 

 For each of the 3 floors: 

  Find an empty room and save 'monster' 

 End for 

Place swords: 

 Repeat 3 times: 

 Pick at random an empty anywhere in the dungeon 

 Save 'sword' 

Place magic stones: 

 Repeat 2 times: 

 Pick at random an empty room anywhere in the dungeon 

 Save 'magic stones' 

Place the user: 

Pick at random an empty room anywhere in the dungeon 



Save user location (floor and room) 

Feature Idea # 6: Add the 'help' command 
Allow the user to see game instructions using the help command. 

 

Design: 
This is a simple matter of adding the command in our existing list and having a function to print the help. 

 

Save the final Console version  
Congratulations! You have completed all the features of the console version. Compare your program with my program at the link 

below. 

 

File: zork-console.py 

 

GUI Version: Overview 
In this version, we will convert the console user interface into a shiny graphical user interface that we saw at the start of this 

document. Here it is once again, with more details.  

 

 
 

Since we already have most of the game logic in place, we only need to figure out how to replace the text interface with an interface 

where the latest "user view" of the dungeon is always visible and user input comes via clicks.  

 

Let's consider how this new type of front-end can replace the current text-based interface.  

Feature Idea # 7: Setup the GUI 
Create the layout of all the required GUI elements. 



Design: 

Front-end components: 
Let us list the information that we must present to the user: 

- The evolving view of the dungeon (this can be shown as a grid that can grow from 1 box to 3 rows x 7 columns) 

- User's current assets (3 boxes max) 

- Message area to show errors or other helpful messages 

- Score (1 box) 

 

In addition, we will need to provide click-buttons for the user to enter all available commands. 

 

Let us now design the display to properly present all these difference pieces. We will use a grid format and allocate cells of the grid 

as described below. 

 

GUI layout: 
Game title:  

- 2 vertical cells: Rows 2 and 3, Column 1 

 

The dungeon:  

- Brick wall on all 4 sides (purely for aesthetic purposes) 

o Left wall: Rows 2 to 4 Column 2 

o Right wall: Rows 2 to 4 Column 10 

o Top wall: Row 1 Columns 3 to 9 

o Bottom wall: Row 5 Columns 3 to 9  

- The 3x7 dungeon: Rows 2 to 4 Columns 3 to 9  

 

User assets: 

- Label: Row 6 Column 1 

- Assets: Row 6 Columns 3 to 5 

 

Commands: 

- "Quit" command button: Row 7 Column 1 

- "Help" command button: Row 7 Column 11 

- Other 7 buttons: Row 7 Columns 3 to 9 

 

Message area:  

- 4 horizontal cells: Row 6 Columns 6 to 9 

 

Score:  

- Text label: Row 6 Column 11 

 

Total grid dimensions: 

- Number of rows = 7 



- Number of columns = 11 

 

We will use the Tkinter library to design this grid and the pieces therein. We basically need these Tkinter widgets: Image labels, Text 

labels, and Buttons. 

 

Images: 
We will need a lot of images most of which will be of identical dimensions (80x80 to be precise). Instead of using image files, we will 

use the option of using images encoded in base64 format. Using an online tool, we will convert all these images into base64 strings 

and create string constants (variables whose value will not change) in our configuration file. For example, the image for the "Quit" 

button has been converted to a base64 string and saved in the variable "quitIMG". 

 

Global variables: 
Except for the labels that will never change, we will need most other GUI elements (including the label images) to be available to 

multiple functions, and hence we will save them in global variables. Just like other globals, we will list and initialize them in the 

"config" file (zork_guic.py). 

 

Functions: 
It is straightforward now to create the grid of the various GUI elements using standard Tkinter commands. We already have 

experience with Tkinter from our earlier projects such as Tic-Tac-Toe.  

 

One important decision is how to present the evolving "user view" which consists initially of only 1 room. One idea is to destroy the 

old view and recreate the new view every time it changes. Another idea is to create the entire grid (3x7) right up-front, but selectively 

display it depending on the extent of the user view. We will use the latter option. For all the hitherto unexplored rooms of the 

dungeon we will use a blank image. 

 

Another important aspect of the setup is connecting the click-buttons with the backend logic. Fortunately, we already have separate 

functions to process each command, such as "commandLeft" to process the "left" command. We will arrange these functions to be 

invoked as "callbacks" for the click-buttons. 

 

The "setupGUI" function puts all the above work together. 

 

We also need to make a few minor changes in the program behavior since GUI interaction works slightly differently from the console 

interaction. For example, when the user wins a round, the GUI version will immediately create and present a new dungeon instead 

of quitting. Same thing applies when the user loses – for instance after getting killed by a monster – the program will announce the 

loss but once again create a new dungeon for another round of the game. Basically, the GUI version does not quit until the user clicks 

the Quit button. On the other hand, the help screen is a challenge for the GUI version. For the sake of simplicity, we will continue to 

display the help information on the console. (As additional challenge, you could try to use a "Tkinter dialog box" widget.) 

 

One interesting challenge is related to displaying messages. As discussed above, we already have a place (a 3-cell wide Text Label 

widget) to display error and other helpful messages. But, we don't want the message to stay there for too long. For instance, if the 

user clicks "Grab" while being in an empty room, the message "There is nothing to grab" would appear and stay there until another 



message replaces it – when that will be we can't tell. Ideally, such messages should stay on only for 2-3 seconds. But, we can't simply 

wait (sleep) for 2-3 seconds because the entire program would then be stuck till then. We use the "threading" library to solve this 

problem. Basically, after displaying every message we start a new thread (a parallel task) which waits for a specified duration and 

replaces the message with a blank message. 

 

Feature Idea # 8: Update the GUI as the game proceeds 
Now that we have the initial GUI layout, we need to continually display the evolving "user view" just like we did in the console 

version. 

Design: 
Once again, we already have the backend pieces in places and just need to figure out how to present the information in GUI format. 

 

Step 1: Display the updated user view. 

 

Initially, the user sees only 1 room. But, where should we show this room? The user is not supposed to know which floor and which 

room of that floor it is supposed to be. To make matters simple, we will show this room in the bottom-left corner of the grid – 

although it does not mean that the room is the 1st room on the 1st floor of the actual dungeon. If the user goes 'left' a room is added to 

the left, i.e. the view would now show two rooms in the bottom-left corner. If another 'left' fails (because there is no room) the view 

would add 5 rooms to the right showing 'unknown' content. The view would now show the entire 1st floor, although, once again, that 

does not mean the user is on the first floor of the actual dungeon. 

 

This approach makes it easy for us the display the "user view". We just take the "viewDungeon" list and display it anchored to the 

bottom-left corner of the grid. Thus, if "viewDungeon" contains 2 sub-lists with 3 items each, we would display a 2x3 grid of rooms 

(with their contents) in the bottom-left corner. 

 

Step 2: Indicate the current user position. 

 

In the console version, we used two stars ('**') to annotate the current user position. We can use a similar tactic for the GUI version: 

we will create an image label of a tiny star and overlay it on top of the cell that indicates current user location. When we update the 

user view, we will simply move this star label to the new user position. 

 

Save the final GUI version 
Congratulations! You have completed all features of the game for the GUI version. Compare your program with my program at the 

link below. 

 

File: zork-gui.py 

 

How to play the game: 
1. Start the program. Click help any time for help: it appears on the console. 

2. The initial layout of just the current room will be shown. 



3. Play the game by clicking the available commands. 

4. The known structure of the dungeon and user assets are shown after every command. 

5. Click on “new” to play with a new dungeon if you are stuck or when the game is over. 
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